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Abstract
CIM(Common Information Model) descrybed by IEC 61970/61968 standards is recognized as the  Smart Grid 
ontology, while Chinese localized standards of the IEC 61970 series are published as DL/T 890 series and are widely 
applied to power management systems throughout China. The CIM series standards define an application program 
interface (API) for energy management system (EMS).  One core part of the standards is IEC 61970-301, which 
defines the CIM base set of packages which provide a logical view of the functional aspects of an EMS. Also, there 
are other parts of the standards which define logical views of the parts related to EMS, such as IEC 61970-302 and 
IEC 61968-11. Although each part of the standards is defined as a standalone UML (Unified Modeling Language) 
model, a unified UML model in one UML file is maintained by IEC TC57. However, as each part of the standards 
and its partitive ontology model are developed by different working groups of the committee and are at different 
standard statuses, it is necessary to provide a continuous maintenance for the CIM ontology publicly and worldwide.
Difficulties to realize the continuous CIM ontology management are caused by the present CIM model. Some typical 
insufficiencies of the existing CIM model are described in [1]. E.g., CIM model has a lack of version information and 
no version control mechanism for each entity is provided in the CIM standards so that the data integrity between 
ontologies of new version and old version is not guaranteed. In this paper, to achieve a continuous CIM ontology 
management, at first, a CIM model is transformed to the IEC 62656 model which provides a methodology to 
overcome the current CIM weakness. This paper will focus on the principle of transformation of CIM UML model to 
the IEC 62656 model. In addition the prime advantages brought about by the CIM on the IEC 62656 model such as 
CIM localization, customization and validation are explained. Furthermore, an evolution- mechanism integrated CIM 
ontology database manage- ment system via the IEC 62656 model is introduced.
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1. Introduction
IEC 61970/61968 known as the CIM ontology is widely used in energy management systems. It is a 
series of standards developed by IEC TC57(i.e.,Technical Committee 57). Each part of the standards is 
still under development and has a different status. Presently, a unified UML file composed of the series of 
standards is maintained by the IEC TC57 with a tool called Enterpise Architect® provided by Sparx 
Systems. However, as the CIM model is still being developed by different working groups of IEC TC57, 
thus it is required that the data model allow for a continuous update of the CIM ontology. Also, it is 
imperative that any registered expert dispersed all over the world can make a modification to the CIM 
ontology and the modifications can be shared among them.
However, there is a big obstacle to realize a continuous maintenance of the CIM ontology in UML 
model. This is because that (i) there is no version information for each entity of the CIM, e.g., the class, 
the property and association between classes. (ii)Also, a version update mechanism is not provided
neither in the CIM standards nor in the UML specifications. Thus, while an entity is modified, e.g., a 
property is modified, it is not clear whether the version of the entity itself should be updated or not, 
likewise, whether there are other related entities need to be updated correspondingly or not, and finally
the whole CIM ontology should be updated or not. These insufficiencies of CIM ontology cause users to 
confuse about how to make a continuous maintenance and update of the CIM ontology.
Another issue about the present CIM is that the original CIM ontology gives definitions only in English 
and provides no mechanism to support multilingual extension. It causes difficulties for system vendors of
non-English- speaking countries to develop their localized systems in a user friendly manner, 
understandable to all end-users. 
As the CIM ontology plays more and more an important role in applications and systems related to 
Smart Grid, the weakness of the present CIM ontology becomes evident for CIM users and developers. In 
this paper, we propose an approach to build an integrated CIM ontology management system to solve the 
existing CIM problems. To build such a system, at first, the CIM ontology in UML model is transformed 
to the IEC 62656 model (which is also called as “Parcellized Ontology Model”, or in abbreviation as 
“POM”). The principle of transforming CIM UML model to the POM is being prepared as a new 
standardization proposal in IEC SC3D(i.e., Sub-Committee 3D) which would become the Part 3 of IEC 
62656 standard. The CIM ontology in POM provides a structure for version control and multilingual 
definitions for each entity which overcomes the structural weakness of present CIM ontology. With the 
IEC 62656 converted CIM model, an online database management system is built to support the 
continuous update of the CIM ontology conforming to the IEC version up mechanism described in IEC 
61360-3, and the CIM ontology becomes sharable thanks to the web based online database architecture.  
The IEC 62656 introduced in this paper is a standard in IEC, in charge of IEC SC3D. The bottom line is 
that this standard enables the representation of various ontologies including CIM in IEC 61360 CDD 
(Component Data Dictionary; online database) through a set of spreadsheet like tables of more 
fundamental ontology concepts. Each of the spreadsheets represents a table of class or a table of property, 
etc, that can be easily implemented as a relational database.
In this paper, the basic knowledge of the CIM series standards and the IEC 62656 series standards are
introduced at first, then, typical principles of transformation from CIM ontology in UML model into 
POM is described. At last, an integrated system to manage the CIM ontology via POM is explained.
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2. CIM Preview
2.1. CIM Relevant Standards and UML Model Files
As the CIM is an abstract model that represents all the major objects in an electric utility enterprise, 
there are multiple IEC standards dealing with the different parts of the CIM. Among them, IEC 61970-
301 is one of the outcomes of IEC TC57 WG13. It defines the CIM base set of packages which provides a
logical view of the functional aspects of an Energy Management System including SCADA. IEC 61970-
302 is another output of IEC TC57 WG13 which defines the financial, energy scheduling and reservation 
logical views. IEC 61968-11 built by IEC TC57 WG14 describes additional parts of the CIM that deal 
with other logical views of utility operations including assets, location, activities, documentation and 
work management. 
About IEC 61970-301 standard, its edition 2.0 is released in 2009. Since then, there is a continuous 
work on IEC 61970-301 and its edtion3.0 is to be officially available before long. About IEC 61970-302, 
there is no official publication from the IEC. Its latest draft(57/445/CD) is around 1999 and no future 
progress is foreseeable. About IEC 61968-11, its latest version is published in 2010. Although each 
standard relevant to the CIM is under its own development process, there is a single unified information 
model comprising the CIM behind all these individual standards.
Table 1 shows the relationship between the IEC 61970-301 standard, the pure IEC 61979-301 UML file 
and the CIM unified UML file including the scope of IEC 61970-301,302 and IEC 61968 series.
We pick up the IEC 61970-301 edition3.0 as the base model of this paper because it describes the latest 
basic semantics of the CIM. And also TC57 WG13 official releases the UML model as “61970cim11v01”
corresponding to the IEC 61970-301 edition3.0. The CIM unified UML of 
“iec61970cim13v19_iec61968cim10v18” which includes not only the IEC 61970-301 scope but also the 
scope of IEC 61970-302 and IEC 61968-11 is applied to the system of this paper.
Table 1. CIM standard and the CIM UML files
IEC 61970-301
standard
Corresponding IEC 
61970-301 UML 
corresponding CIM 
unified UML
Ed2.0:2009 61970cim11v01 N/A
Ed3.0(57/1032/CDV,
to be published) iec61970cim13v19
iec61970cim13v19
_iec61968cim10v18
2.2. CIM Ontology and Objects
CIM ontology is available with UML format according to IEC 61970-301, and RDF (Resource 
Description Framework) format according to IEC 61970-501.
In the CIM model physical objects are defined as UML classes, and properties of the physical objects 
are defined as class attributes, or properties of a class. Furthermore, simple relation or aggregation 
between classes is described with the UML association. Other elements are also modelled in line with the
UML specifications. E.g., enumeration is defined as an enumeration class, and data type is defined as an 
attribute of a class in the CIM UML model. All possible entities described in the CIM are listed in Table 3 
shown later. As the CIM has a wide range which covers from the power generator, transformer to power 
distribution, the relevant objects are grouped into  packages for easy development and control. Fig. 1 
gives the package dependency diagram of the IEC 61970-301.
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Fig. 1. CIM package diagram from IEC 61970-301
2.3. Limitation of CIM
Table 2 gives a sample of CIM attribute definition. It has fields as name, type for data and note to 
explain this attribute. It is obviously that no version information is defined for this particular object. And 
the similar structure is used by other CIM objects such as class, property, package etc. Consequently, 
while one entity is updated, the whole CIM UML needs to be updated. From the opposite viewpoint,
while the CIM UML is updated, it is not clear whether an entity already implemented in an software 
application or in a system needs to be updated or not. The insufficiency of the version information for 
each entity causes much confusion to the CIM user. 
In addition, although CIM model is available both in UML format and RDF format, neither of them 
provides a maintenance framework which consequently causes difficulties to the version management and 
maintenance of the CIM model in UML and RDF formats. However, from the developer’s and engineer’s
viewpoint, the version of an ontology actually used by a system, or the data integrity between an old 
version of an ontology and its new successor version of the ontology are the fundamental differences. 
These essential issues need to be carefully addressed and evaluated to ensure the reliability and safety of 
the system. Thus the current limitation of CIM exposes a big gap between the implementation and the 
standard.
Table 2. CIM attribute definition from IEC 61970-301
Name Type Note
Native1 Float A floating point native attribute 
of the class is described here.
Native2 ActivePower Document for another native 
attribute of type ActivePower
name Float Inherited from class 
IdentifiedObject
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3. IEC 62656
IEC 62656-1 is a standard which specifies the logical structure for a set of spreadsheets, used as “data 
parcels”, to transfer and register product ontology. Ontologies defined in the IEC 62656 model can be 
represented by CSV(Comma Separated Values) format, typically used in a popular commercial 
spreadsheet application, or any other tabular formats compatible or convertible to the CSV format. Some 
advantages of this model can be summarized as; ease of integration with other domain ontologies, ease of 
extension for new enties, easy usability and interoperability with other applications. Besides, a Microsoft 
Excel® plugin tool named as ParcelMakerTM is provided, free of charge, by TOSHIBA Corporation to 
develop both the metadata and instances of the ontologies in the IEC 62656 format. Therefore, users 
including developers, vendors and so on can easily make extensions (in a way still distinguishable from 
original) to the CIM ontology and provide APIs for their own systems.
Details of the IEC 62656 principle and methodology are explained in [1] and [5].
4. CIM UML to POM
4.1. General
As the UML is more a graphic based modeling method for software artifacts, it is insufficient in syntax 
to describe an ontology detail and to evaluate instances of the described metadata of an ontology. On the 
contrary, IEC 62656 describes ontology in a format of spreadsheet according to the methodology 
provided by the ISO 13584/IEC 61360 which is recommended by the ISO/IEC guide 77 published in 
2008 as the first methodological choice for domain ontology description in all IEC technical areas. Thus, 
an effort is made to transform the CIM UML model to the IEC 62656 model and one of the fruits of the 
efforts is a new standard proposal becoming as IEC 62656-3. As shown in Table, objects from the CIM 
UML which are necessary to describe the ontology syntax and semantics are transformed into the IEC 
62656 model. Some of the CIM UML objects and descriptions can not be described by the present IEC 
62656 model, such as CIM package entity and the relationship between package and objects. Necessary 
extensions of the current IEC 62656 model were made to improve the interoperability with the CIM 
model and the details of the extensions are included in the IEC 62656-3.
Table 3: represents several transformation rules from the CIM UML model to the IEC 62656 model. 
Some typical issues and evolutions brought out by the IEC 62656 model are introduced in the next three 
paragraphs.
Table 3. CIM model to IEC 62656
CIM UML model IEC 62656 model(POM)
CIM class Class
CIM class attributes Property
CIM enumeration Enumeration
Association Property
Aggregation Property
Attributes of enumeration Term
Data type Data type
Package Relation
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4.2. Data Type Transformation and Validation Improvement
In the CIM, there are two kinds of defined data types. One is the primitive data type and the other is the 
named data type which is defined with a primitive data type. The primitive data types in the CIM are
String, Boolean, Float and Integer. With the named data types, besides the primitive data types, you may 
define a unit, and a unit multiplier for a data type. However, as the ontology itself is defined in the UML 
which is not necessarily equipped with sufficient data validation, the instances of the CIM ontology need 
to be processed by some other tools, assessing the ontology metadata definitions. Therefore, an extra 
effort is required to validate the instances. For example, whether all the instance of number type have 
correct data representations, whether all the instances of string type are conforming to the constraints for 
characters and the maximum length, etc.
Because not just the CIM ontology based on POM, but also an instance of the metadata for the 
ontology can be described in the same manner in spreadsheets, in a tool such as ParcelMakerTM, it’s easy 
to validate the instances at the same time as we input the instances, or in a batch mode where a validation 
process is launched on purpose. The capability of data validation in interactive mode and in batch-mode 
gives convenience to the developers and helps reduce the cost of building a validation function according 
to the CIM UML model. Furthermore, the inconsistency occurred between the ontology and its instances 
can be reduced to a great degree.
The capability of the POM to describe the ontology and the instances in the same format with a same 
tool will be appreciated as very helpful for domain users and contribute to an easy development of the 
CIM related applications.
4.3. Aggregation and Composition Transformation
In the CIM, two types of associations are defined. One is a simple association between classes and the 
other is an aggregation association between classes. An aggregation describes a kind of part-whole 
relationship between two classes. In the CIM, for an example shown in Fig. 2, a class of “Equipment” has 
an aggregation relationship with the “Equipment Container” class. The “Equipment Container” class is 
defined as an abstract class to optionally aggregate the “Equipment” class. In this case, the “Equipment
Container” class is the “whole” class and the “Equipment” class acts as an external “part” class. When the 
“whole” class of “Equipment Container” is destroyed, the external “part” class of “Equipment” shall not 
be affected. i.e., the lifespans of the “Equipment Container” and the “Equipment” are individually
decided.
Fig. 1. CIM aggregation relationship from IEC 61970-301
In IEC 62656, the aggregation relationship is described as a property defined in the association end 
class, in this example, the “Equipment Container” class. This property is defined with a type as 
“Aggregation Property”, referring to the association start class “Equipment” with “List(0,?) of 
class_reference_type(class Equipment identifier)”. This aggregation represented in POM is shown in the 
last record of Table 4.
There is a special collection defined as composition association in the world of object modeling. 
Comparing to the aggregation, the composition relationship between two objects is much tighter and the 
two objects are mostly physically connected. i.e., the “part” class is embedded to the “whole” class. 
Therefore the objects as “parts” with composition relationship are constrained to have the same lifespan
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as the “whole” object. As a consequence, when the “whole” class is destroyed, the “part” classes need to 
be destroyed too. On the contrary, the aggregation relationship permits individual lifespans for the “part”
classes and the “whole” class. 
In the existing CIM model, no distinction between the aggregation and the composition is made. All 
the part-whole relationships are defined as aggregation. However, for the case shown in Fig. 3, the 
aggregation here should be defined as “composition” to be destroyed simultaneously with the whole. In 
Fig. 3, a “Power Transformer” class can contain one or unlimited number of “Transformer Windings”, 
and a “Transformer Winding” can only be contained by one “Power Transformer”. As a “Power
Transformer Winding” is an embedded object of the class “Power Transformer”, physically speaking, 
when a “Power Transformer” is destroyed, the “Transformer Winding” should be destroyed 
simultaneously with the “Power Transformer”.
Fig. 2. CIM aggregation relationship~2 from IEC 61970-301
The composition can be represented in the IEC 62656 model as shown in the second line of Table 4. 
Similar to the aggregation relationship, a property of the association end class is defined to make a 
reference to the association start class. In this case, a property named as “Contains_transforming
Windings” is defined in the class “Power Transformer”, the composition relationship is defined as 
“List(1,?) of class_instance_type (class Transformer Winding Identifier)”.  Comparing to the existing 
CIM model, a more precise association representation is provided for the purpose of the CIM utilizations.
Table 1. CIM aggregation to POM
MDC_P0
04_1.<lan
g> 
(Preferred 
name)
MDC_P021
(Definition 
Class)
CIM_P003
(CIM 
Property 
Type)
CIM_P0
04
(CIM 
multipli
city)
MDC_P022
(Data Type)
Contains_
transformi
ngWindin
gs
PowerTransfo
rmer 
Identifier
compositionP
roperty
1 List(1,?) of 
class_instance_t
ype(class 
TransformerWi
nding Identifier)
Contains_
Equipmen
t
EquipmentCo
ntainer 
Identifier
aggregationP
roperty
0..1 List(0,?) of 
class_reference_
type(class 
Equipment 
Identifier)
4.4. Localization Improvement
The POM provides a multilingual structure for the fields which may have more than one language 
descriptions. For example, the name, definition and note fields for an object.  Fig. 4 gives an example of 
the CIM class in the POM. Here, for the name of a class, MDC_P004_1.en is for the English name 
description, and it’s easy to add a column as MDC_P004_1.zh for Chinese name description. For any 
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other possible multilingual fields, the same structure can be reiterated. Therefore, it is obviously easy for 
a user to localize the CIM ontology through the POM.
Fig. 3. CIM described with POM
Fig. 4. CIM ontology view over Internet
5. CIM Management System
As the CIM-on-IEC 62656 model can be represented as a set of spreadsheets, it is easy to be 
implemented as a relational database. Thus we continued our efforts to build a management system of the 
CIM ontology over the Internet which eventually makes possible the continuous management of the CIM 
ontology. This integrated system provides methods to browse CIM ontology from different viewpoints, 
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e.g., a class tree viewer based from the viewpoint of class hierarchical structure, a package viewer from 
the viewpoint of objects groups, and a composition-tree viewer from the viewpoint of part-whole 
relationship between classes. Also, it provides downloading of CIM ontology components, in RDF format 
as well as in IEC 62656 CSV format. Other formats including xml format, uml format is to be released in 
a near future.
Fig. 5 gives a GUI example of hierarchical view of classes. Users can access any class to get the 
detail information of the class. Also, other CIM objects such as property, package and so on are publicly 
accessible with this system over the Internet.
6. Conclusion
IEC 62656 is a recommended format for the domain ontologies to be registered into the IEC CDD 
database management system supervised by the IEC central office available from 
http://std.iec.ch/cdd/iec61360/iec61360.nsf/ Tree Frameset? Open Frame Set and we work hard to realize
an evolutive CIM in the IEC 62656 model(POM in abbreviation) which is extensible in multiple 
languages and keeps high interoperabi- lity with other applications. We think it must be very beneficial if 
the CIM ontology in IEC62656 becomes part of the domain ontologies maintained in the IEC CDD 
database. At the same time, as the IEC 62656 model represents ontologies in a set of spreadsheets which 
are accessible and manipulable with Microsoft Excel®, its high interoperability with other applications 
leads to an expectation that the CIM on the IEC 62656 model can be used more widely for various EMS 
applications.
Furthermore, although the system is currently applied to manage the CIM ontology released by IEC 
TC57 covering the IEC 61970-301, IEC 61970-302 and IEC 61968-11 scope, it is also expected to be 
applied to other Smart Grid related models and standards such as IEC 61850 which is a series of 
standards about the substation communication networks and systems for integrated power utility 
automation, to realize a database management of the Smart Grid relevant ontologies.
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